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“(Eve’s makes) mind-blowing sparkling ciders…every bit as complex as fine wine, with the same attention paid to 

the apples as a winemaker would to the grapes.”        -Jason Wilson, The Washington Post 

 

“If you're looking for exceptional American cider, (Eve’s) is a great place to start, and it’s certainly a place you 

have to know if you care about cider. The ciders are benchmarks in the region and beyond”   

           -Mark Squires, Wine Advocate 

	 	 	

	 	 	

	

	

	

The 2017 Autumn’s Gold represents an exciting time in the evolution of our cidery. We began planting and grafting 

bittersweet and bittersharp European cider varieties in 2002. Apples grow on trees, and trees are long lived and slow 

to mature. The dream of making bittersweet cider from our own trees, on our own land, like the great ciders of 

Normandy and Somerset was not a dream we could realize overnight. Or in five years. Or even ten. Once our trees 

began to produce these crazy apples, we needed to learn how to make cider with them. In the same way that red 

winemaking is different from white wine making, making cider from high tannin varieties is not the same as making 

cider from our local, acid-dominated varieties.	

Some nuances we have learned along the way: pick late and let the apples sit for deeply ripe flavors. Slow, natural 

fermentations bring out complexity…commercial yeast don’t do these apples justice. Macerating fruit prior to 

pressing also increases aromatics and helps with integrating tannin. Speaking of tannin, bittersweet cider wants air 

from old oak barrels. And there is a balance that can be found between sweetness and tannin that can be deeply 

satisfying. 

Autumn’s Gold 2017 is our most “Old World” cider.  Rich and structured with an earthy complexity, the Devonshire 

bittersweet, Ellis Bitter features prominently with pretty backup from Idared and Tydeman’s.  

       -Autumn Stoscheck, Orchardist/Cidermaker 

CIDER   SERVING  SUGGESTIONS:  Pair this cider with bacon and caramelized onion quiche. 
 

2017 Autumn’s Gold traditional method sparkling cider 

 

Varieties: 

Apple Varieties: 

57% Ellis Bitter, 29% Idared, 5% Tydeman's Early 

Worcester, 5% Akane, 1.5% Herefordshire Redstreak, 

1.5% Ashton Bitter, 1% Somerset Redstreak 

Production Notes: 

~100% Estate grown fruit 

~ Un-inoculated fermentations in stainless steel 

~Secondary fermentation in bottle, hand-disgorged 

~359 cases bottled 

~Residual Sugar 10.7 g/l, Alc/Vol 7.5%, pH 3.93, 

Titratable Acidity 4.3 g/l 

Tasting Notes: 

Ripe and smoky, the nose on this cider has classic 
bittersweet apple aromas: apples left in the orchard, 
roses, dust, honey, bacon, leather, and damp leaves. The 
mid-palate is thick, rich and textured. In the finish, chalky 
tannin dominates with dried apples and woodsmoke. 
 

 


